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DEED, TRUST AND OBLIGATIONS COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
 

Wednesday 31 July 2019 
 
Guiding Principles  
  
In its decision making, the Charitable Trustee is bound by a number of guiding principles:  
  
(a)  that it  acts  reasonably  i.e.  decisions should  be  within  the  range  of decisions which a 

reasonable body of trustees could have made;  
  
(b)  that it acts within  the powers conferred upon  it and  the established  rules for procedures for 

dealing with issues of the kind under consideration;  
  
(c)  that it acts in good faith;  
  
(d)  that it adequately informs itself in order to make the decision in question, including  a  

comprehensive  risk  analysis  and  where  necessary,  makes further  enquiries  and  where  
appropriate,  considers  legal  and  other professional advice;  

  
(e)  that it does not take into consideration any factors which it is not proper for it to take into 

account;  
  
(f)  that it considers any factors which it should take into account. 

 

 

1. Apologies for Absence   

2. Declarations of Interest   

 To receive declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms(s) of any Grant(s) of Dispensation. 
 

 

3. Confirmation of Minutes of the meeting held on 2 April 2019 
(Pages 1 - 6) 

 

4. Redevelopment of Phase 2 and 3 of Land East of Lowfield Street 
Dartford - Consultation on Planning Application 19/00600/FUL 
(Pages 7 - 14) 

 

 To consider the consultation on the application relating to Phase 2 
and 3 of the development of land east of Lowfield Street for 
predominately residential development. 
 

 

5. Recruitment of fourth Independent Member   

6. Any Other Business (A.O.B.)   

7. Date of Next Meeting   

 As confirmed at the Annual Meeting of the Council on 22 May 2019, 
the next scheduled meeting of the Committee is on 15 October 2019. 
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

DEED, TRUST AND OBLIGATIONS COMMITTEE 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Deed, Trust and Obligations Committee held on 
Tuesday 2 April 2019. 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor A R Lloyd (Chairman) 
Councillor J A Kite, MBE (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor S H Brown 
Councillor T A Maddison 
Councillor D Swinerd 
Councillor Mrs. P A Thurlow 
 

 
INDEPENDENT 
MEMBERS: 
 

Mr. Richard Andrew Estcourt 
Mr. Martin Hussey 
Mr. Tony Martin 
Mr. Stephen John Maynard 
 

 
ABSENT: 
 

Councillor M J Davis 
Councillor K M Kelly 
Councillor R Lees 
 

 Dartford Borough Council Officers:- 
 

 Marie Kelly-Stone 
Sonia Bunn 

– Head of Legal Services 
– Development Manager 
 

   
10. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors M J Davis, K M 
Kelly and R Lees. 
 

11. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
With regard to Item 4 – ‘Redevelopment of Land East of 110-114 Lowfield 
Street – Consultation on Planning Application 19/00027/FUL (agenda pages 
7-13) Councillor Brown reminded the Committee that he was also a Member 
of the Development Control Board (DCB). 
 
The Head of Legal Services advised Members that Councillor Brown was not 
conflicted over consideration of Item 4 that evening.  As the Councillor was a 
Development Control Board member, he was reminded of the pre-disposition 
rules. 
 
She confirmed that no Cabinet Members present were conflicted over any 
items on the Agenda and that Members were considering Item 4 in their role 
as Trustees of the Kidd Legacy Charity land in Central Park, and whether the 
proposed development in Lowfield Street would impact on residents 
enjoyment of that charity land within Central Park for recreational purposes. 
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12. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 16 OCTOBER 

2018  
 
  RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the Minutes of the Committee meeting held on 16 October 2018 
be confirmed as accurate. 

 
13. REDEVELOPMENT OF LAND EAST OF 110-114 LOWFIELD STREET - 

CONSULTATION ON PLANNING APPLICATION 19/00027/FUL  
 
The report from the Council’s Head of Legal Services asked the Committee, 
acting as Charitable Trustee, to consider the consultation on planning 
application 19/00027/FUL relating to the development of land east of 110-114 
Lowfield Street for a predominately residential development. A summary of 
the planning application from the Council’s Development Manager was 
attached as Appendix A to the report. A plan detailing the boundaries of the 
application site, and the boundaries of the Kidd Legacy Charity land within 
Central Park, whose western boundary would border the application site, was 
attached as Appendix B to the report.  
 
The Council as local planning authority was required by law to notify 
neighbouring occupiers, including the Committee as Charitable Trustee, that a 
planning application had been received. The report asked the Committee 
acting as Charitable Trustee to: 
 

(i) Consider whether planning application 19/00027/FUL was likely to 
affect the enjoyment of the Kidd Legacy land [in Central Park 
Dartford] as a public recreation ground; and 

(ii) As a neighbouring occupier to respond to the consultation exercise on 
planning application 19/00027/FUL and decide whether it wished to 
support the proposal, object to the proposal and/or make a general 
observation(s) on the proposal. 

 
Members received a Power Point presentation from the Development 
Manager, which covered all elements of planning application 19/00027/FUL in 
detail, together with illustrations of the proposed building and their location in 
relation the Kidd Legacy Charity land within Central Park. The presentation 
also provided for comparison purposes, illustrations of developments 
previously approved (by the Council as local planning authority) for Lowfield 
Street which bordered the application, which the Committee had considered in 
2017 [Min. No. 39 refers]. 
 
The Development Manager underlined the following principal points in her 
presentation to the Committee, and in response to specific questions from 
Members: 
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 The application was for the erection of two detached residential 
apartment blocks of five to eight storeys in height to provide a total of 
92 self-contained flats; 

 Block A of the proposed development would run parallel to the 
southern boundary of the site [map report Appendix B refers] with the 
eastern end of this block facing over Central Park and the Kidd Legacy 
land within the Park, to a height of 7 storeys. The ground floor would be 
car parking with 6 storeys of accommodation above that, with the upper 
storey set back and less prominent; 

 Block B at the northern end of the site would be smaller and have its 
main aspects facing onto Central Park to a height of 8 storeys, with the 
upper storey again set back and ground floor parking provision; 

 The proposal included a new access to Central Park aligned with 
Vauxhall Place to allow a direct east-west route from Heath Street via 
Vauxhall Place and Central Park to Darenth Road for pedestrians and 
cyclists; 

 Vehicular access to the proposed development site would be taken 
from Lowfield Street; 

 The proposal included replacement boundary treatment of bushes and 
some trees, and the Park boundary would be metal railings to match 
existing boundary railing in Central Park, as agreed with the Council’s 
Parks Section. The applicant also proposed funding additional tree 
planting within the Park to ensure a landscaped setting for the 
proposed development. 
  

In response to specific questions from Members, the Development Manager 
confirmed the following points for the Committee: 
 

 The adjacent Bellway development has outline planning permission for 
7 storey buildings facing Central Park. Further north, closer to Market 
Street, the building facing the Park [phase 1 of 16/01919/FUL) has 
detailed planning permission for an 8 storey building; 

 In response to concerns about noise by Park users, the Development 
Manager confirmed that statutory noise nuisance considerations would 
apply, if planning permission was granted. The developer, Sunningdale 
House Development, would be informed by an informative on the 
planning permission, of the regular events held in Central Park, which 
would also inform potential buyers/residents accordingly; 

 The car park would be within the building so would be hidden by the 
building wall and the developer proposes to plant a hedge between the 
building and the park boundary which would screen that blank wall; 

 The planning policy requirement was for 30% of the proposed 
development to be affordable housing, but a viability assessment was 
awaited from the developer; 

 The extent of the railings bordering the development adjacent to the 
pedestrian/cycle access via Vauxhall Place, would be subject to details 
yet to be submitted; 
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 The width of the access via Vauxhall Place was yet to be finalised but 
on present estimates, would be some 3.5 metres, plus an adjacent 
landscaping strip; 

 The current build time was estimated at between 18-24 months with a 
requirement for concrete piling work to be undertaken; 

 The Environment Agency [as in previous Lowfield St. developments] 
required the ground floor of the buildings to provide for flood water 
storage in the event of a flood (car parking allows for this) to ensure 
that that water was not displaced by the building; 

 The parking ratio for the proposed development was 0.79 cars per 
residential unit (higher than the adjacent development) and the 
applicant had advised was in line with parking levels in that part of 
Dartford and the falling car ownership amongst younger owner/tenant 
occupiers. 
 

The Chairman proposed that Members focussed their discussion on the 
Committee’s role as Charitable Trustee and as ‘near neighbour’ in the 
consultation process. He asked Members to consider how the proposed 
development could affect the public’s enjoyment of the Kidd Legacy Charity 
land in Central Park as a recreational facility, and that if they supported the 
proposal, what observations they might wish to attach to that support for 
presentation to the Council’s Development Control Board prior to its 
consideration of planning application 19/00027/FUL. 
 
In subsequent debate, Members raised concerns in relation to the proposed 
building programme and subsequent occupancy of the proposed development 
including: 
 

 The need to draw to the developer’s attention the Council’s Policy for 
the use of Central Park  which listed  the regular events held in Central 
Park, to mitigate against any future complaints over noise levels and 
the impact of those events on residents in the surrounding area; 

 A need for limits on the daily working hours of the proposed building 
works and that work on Saturday and Sunday evenings and public 
holidays be curtailed, to preserve the ambience of the Park and 
surrounding areas during those hours; 

 The narrow nature of the proposed pedestrian/cyclist access route via 
Vauxhall Place to Central Park, the attendant danger of littering and 
soiling of the route by the public, and the negative impact that this 
would have on the continued use of the route and access to the Park; 

 Whether the proposed route via Vauxhall Place should be widened to 
allow vehicle access, particularly for emergency vehicles; 

 The impact of the proposed 7-storey construction to the levels of 
sunlight entering the Park and the potential impact on plant and tree 
life. 

 
The Head of Legal Services advised Members that the recent ruling by the 
Ombudsman in 2018 (in relation to a resident complaint over noise levels 
emanating from Central Park) could be used as the basis of guidance to 
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future residents of the proposed development, and in response to any similar 
complaints. 
 
The Development Manager advised in this respect, that information on noise 
levels emanating from Central Park would be issued as an ‘Informative’ on 
any planning permission issued.  
 
She further advised that the planning permission for the adjacent 
development allowed vehicular access to Central Park for maintenance 
vehicles to allow for the use that already exists, and so a further vehicle 
access to the park was not required from Vauxhall Place.   
 
The Chairman gave the following summary of the Committee’s concerns, as 
near neighbour, regarding planning application 19/00027/FUL and asked that 
those observations be relayed to the Development Control Board prior to its 
consideration of the application in June 2019: 
 
Noise: The developer be asked to re-visit its current noise impact survey to 
ensure that the development was not put to/at an unacceptable risk from or 
being adversely affected by noise from Central Park events and activities. 
That the developer be requested to advise purchasers of regular activities 
held within the Park, and the potential for resultant noise from those activities. 
 
Pedestrian/Cyclist access route via Vauxhall Place: Concerns that the 
proposed access to the Park from Vauxhall Place due to the narrow width 
proposed, will be affected not only by the loss of daylight, but also by the 
overpowering size and height of the buildings. Further, that the developer be 
asked to ensure the access route benefited from lighting at night, and a 
continuous and robust cleaning/maintenance regime (at the developer’s cost).  
 
Height of proposed Blocks: Concern that the development should not result 
in a significant increase in the sense of enclosure or overlooking, or cause 
unacceptable overshadowing, particularly on an open public space. The 
potential overshadowing of Central Park is therefore a concern. The height of 
the proposed blocks should not exceed that of the adjacent Bellway 
development, and that consideration be given by the developer to a more 
tapered and setback construction. 
 
Balconies: The developer to be asked to maintain the visual aesthetics of the 
surrounding areas, including Central Park, by restricting the placement or 
storage of unsightly items on balconies, including washing and bamboo 
screening, through the imposition of a covenant on the development. 
 
Railings: The developer to be asked to install the highest quality railings 
designed to deliver aesthetics and durability. The railings should be in keeping 
with existing railings in Central Park and those of adjacent developments, and 
should be painted and regularly maintained 9at the developer’s cost). The 
developer to be asked to consider whether the gates could be of a more 
ornamental design, to reflect those on the adjacent Kidd Legacy land.  
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Planting: Good planting enhances the environment. Consideration to be 
given by the developer to a contribution to the Council for environmental 
improvements (by the Council) on the Central Park side of the development, 
such environmental improvements to include planting to complement the local 
Park setting and to minimise physical obstructions and pinch points in the 
Park. 
 
Timing of Works and Access: To ensure the development does not 
prejudice the enjoyment of neighbouring occupiers of their properties, 
including those enjoying the recreational facilities of Central Park, a condition 
be imposed limiting the hours of work in the evening and on Saturday, Sunday 
and public holidays. 
 
The Head of Legal Services advised the Chairman that the Minutes of the 
meeting when confirmed, would be an appropriate document to relay 
Members’ concerns and detailed observations to the Development Control 
Board (DCB) for their consideration of the application. 
 
The Development Manager confirmed that, following a requested delay from 
the developer, planning application 19/00027/FUL would not now be 
considered by the DCB before June 2019. 
 
  RESOLVED: 
 

1. That, subject to the observations minuted above, the Deed, Trust and 
Obligations Committee acting as Charitable Trustee to the Kidd Legacy 
Land (part of Central Park Dartford), considers that planning 
application 19/00027/FUL is not likely to affect the use of the Kidd 
Legacy land as a public recreation ground; 
 

2. That, subject to the observations minuted above, the Deed Trust and 
Obligations Committee, in response as a neighbouring occupier in the 
consultation process, supports the proposed planning application 
19/00027/FUL (as summarised in Appendix A to the report).   

 
 

 
The meeting closed at 8.12 pm 

 
  

 
 

Councillor A R Lloyd 
CHAIRMAN 
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REDEVELOPMENT OF LAND EAST OF LOWFIELD STREET – PHASES 2 & 
3 - CONSULTATION ON PLANNING APPLICATION 19/00600/FUL 

 

Ward: Town 
 

1. Summary 
 

1.1 To consider the consultation on the planning application relating to  the development 
of land east of Lowfield Street (Phases 2 & 3) for a predominantly residential 
development. 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

2.1 That the Charitable Trustee considers whether planning application 19/00600/FUL is 
likely to affect the enjoyment of the Kidd Legacy land as a public recreation ground. 

 

2.2 That, as a neighbouring occupier, the Charitable Trustee responds to the consultation 
exercise on planning application 19/00600/FUL and decides whether it wishes to 
support the proposal, object to the proposal and/or make a general observation on 
the proposal. 

 
 

3. Background and Discussion 
 

3.1 The Council as local planning authority is required by law to notify neighbouring 
occupiers that an application has been received. Following an exchange of land by 
the Council, part of the western boundary of the Kidd Legacy land now borders the 
application site.  

 

A summary of application19/00600/FUL is at Appendix A to the report.  

 

A plan showing the Kidd Legacy land and the application site boundary is included 
at Appendix B to this report. 

 

The submitted drawings and reports may be viewed on the Council’s website 
www.dartford.gov.uk  via Planning >Public Access and using the reference 
19/00600/FUL.   

 
3.2 The Charitable Trustee may comment on the application proposals whether in support 

or against, although the local planning authority can only take account of ‘planning 
considerations’.  These include matters such as the appearance of the proposal; 
loss of light or privacy, impact on the local environment; impact on traffic and whether 
the proposed use is suitable.   

 
The local planning authority cannot take into account matters such as the charitable 
status of the land, loss of property value, private disputes between neighbours, 
disputes over historical charity land disposals, matters covered by leases or 
covenants, the impact of construction work etc. 
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4. Relationship to the Object(s) of the Trust 

 
4.1 A scheme governs the Kidd Legacy (being part of Central Park Dartford) (1132457) at 

Dartford Kent. The object of the Kidd Legacy charity is the appropriation and use of the 
land in perpetuity as a public recreation ground and for no other purpose whatsoever.  

 

4.2 The Charitable Trustee should consider whether the redevelopment proposals are likely 
to affect the enjoyment of the Kidd Legacy land as a public recreation ground. 

 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk assessments 

 
Financial Implications for the Trust None 

Legal Implications for the Trust As discussed in the body of the report 

Staffing Implications for the Trust None 

Staffing and administrative 
Implications for the Trust 

None 

Risk Assessment for the Trust None 

 
 

6. Appendices 
 

Appendix A- Summary of application 19/00600/FUL 
Appendix B - Plan showing the Kidd Legacy land and the application site 
boundary 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents 
consulted 

   

Date File Ref Report 
Author 

 
Marie Kelly-Stone 
Head of Legal 
Services 

Section and 
Directorate 
 

Strategic 
Directorate – 
Internal 
Services  

Exempt 
Information 
Category 
N/A 



APPENDIX A: 

Planning reference: 19/00600/FUL 

Phases 2 and 3 Land east of Lowfield Street, Dartford  

Planning application by Bellway Homes for: 

Erection of 280 dwellings including a detailed landscape strategy, car parking, 

new internal access roads and associated infrastructure and earthworks 

 

Site Description and background 

This site relates to Phase 2 and 3 area of the planning permission that was granted 

under reference 16/01919/FUL in September 2017. Phase 1 has detailed planning 

permission for 188 dwellings (to the north) and Phase 3b has subsequently been 

granted detailed planning permission for 90 dwellings (61 of which are affordable) on 

land to the south.   

The original planning permission excluded a couple of individual properties on 

Lowfield Street and Bellway have since purchased these. Since these were not 

included within the red line for the planning permission a new planning application 

has had to be submitted with a new red line. 

The application under consideration is therefore located to the south of Instone Road 

and extends to Vauxhall Place. The site fronts Lowfield Street in the west and 

extends through to the boundary with the park in the east. A portion of the site to the 

north-west is north of the Kidd Legacy Land and adjoins Phase 1 on its western 

boundary. 

Land to the south-east is in separate ownership and is subject to a current planning 

application for 90 dwellings fronting the park and Members may recall that they 

considered that proposal on 2 April 2019.  

The Proposal (19/00600/FUL) 

The current proposal that the Committee has been consulted on is for the residential 

development of the site for 280 apartments provided in 7 blocks.  

Two blocks continue the Lowfield Street frontage development and are four storeys 

high with the top floor partially set back. 

Central blocks are perpendicular to these and are 5 storeys high which reflects 

similar blocks in Phase 1. Again the upper storey is set back. 

There are three eastern blocks along the eastern boundary of the site with the park. 

These are 8 storeys at their highest with the top floor set back. But the blocks step 

down to 7 storeys at their north and south. The blocks are articulated along their 

length to break up the bulk. 

 



 

Vehicular access to the development site will be taken from Lowfield Street, a new 

access just south of Instone Road and from the existing Vauxhall Place 

A pedestrian/cycle route is provided along the northern boundary of the site within 

Phase 1 providing a new access from Lowfield Street to the Park. The current 

application includes the provision of a replacement pedestrian access to the park on 

the same alignment as the previous access (known as the Go Gaye access). The 

gate for this access has been temporarily closed whilst demolition works are taking 

place. A further access is to be provided for pedestrians and cycles and Members 

may recall that the link to the Park for this route is being provided as part of the 

development on land to the south (ref; 19/0027/FUL). 

The layout of the site allows for pedestrian and cycle access through the site from 

Market Street down to Vauxhall Place.  

Car parking in this phase also provides additional spaces to serve Phase 1 and 

Phase 3, overall the parking provision for the whole of the development will be 0.66 



spaces which has been agreed as part of the permission for the whole site. A car 

club is being provided and spaces are shown on the northern boundary of phase 2. 

Cycle parking for 354 cycles is to be provided in Phase 2 and 3. 

The proposal includes landscape details between the eastern blocks and the Park, 

which shows buffer planting. The buildings and planting will provide the secure edge 

to the Park and 1.8m high railings are provided between the buildings to match 

railings approved in Phase 1 along the park boundary.  

 

Replacement tree planting within the Park for the Phases 1-3 has been agreed with 

the applicant and is being funded by them 

 

Sonia Bunn 

Development Manager 
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